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About This Game

As a desperado, you join in a very thrilling death game for a large amount of money. The game has 100 people involved. And
the other 99 people are your enemies. This game t 5d3b920ae0

Title: Battle for the last chicken
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Shenzhen Simeng Technology Co., Ltd.
Publisher:
Shenzhen Simeng Technology Co., Ltd.
Release Date: 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 - 64 bit

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent o
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I mean you have to give me credit. I bought the game and idle for 6 minutes just to leave a negative review for this low effort
PUBG clone game. Refunding now.. I rate this 99.999 out of 99.999. Remember like and subscribe if you agree and if you
don't.you're wrong.. Still better and more original than PUBG. it is terribly, controls are misrable, there is no locomotion and it
is designed for the use of a "pp gun". This game is an amazing idea, never seen anything like it! Be careful there are a few
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clones trying to copy this one, these clone games are called "Fortnite" and "Playerunknown's Battlegrounds" (what kind of
garbage names are they? hahaha) Anyway gameplay: AMAZING, I don't have the ppgun so I just use a guitar hero guitar and it
works flawlessly. The guns are great never seen any of them in any other games and I got the chicken dinner 2 times today.
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